Cracking in soft-hard latex blends: theory and experiments.
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the traditional paint and coating formulations are an important health and environmental concern, and current formulations are increasingly moving toward water-based dispersions. However, even within the water-based systems, small quantities of organic solvents are used to promote particle coalescence. One route to achieving this goal has been to use mixtures of soft and hard particles, also known as latex blends. We investigate the drying of colloidal films containing mixtures of silica and acrylic particles. Since both the particles deform only slightly at room temperature, this work investigates the cracking behavior of films containing elastic particles of two different elastic moduli. We extend an existing model for the stress versus strain relation for identical particles in a colloidal film to that containing a mixture of equal-sized hard and soft elastic spheres while accounting for the nonaffine deformation. A transition from soft to rigidlike behavior is observed beyond a critical hard particle volume fraction ratio that matches with published results obtained from computer simulations. The model predictions are validated with extensive experimental data on the critical stress and critical cracking thickness for various ratios of hard and soft particle volume fraction.